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EQUIVATENCE RELATIONS ON MATRICES

IIITRODUCTNON

It is our purpose to discuss certain well-known

equivalence relations on matrices. Our work is based on,

Chapter 6 of Finkbeiner's Introduction to Matrices and

Linear Transformat.Le.les (1960) . Our theorems correspond

to the theorems of the above chapter, where proofs ofter:

appear greatly condensed or are left to the reader. We

supplement the theorems by several lemmas. Whenever: a

specific previous result is assumed, it is accompanied by

a page reference.

In the last section we discuss problems relafed to

an extension of the results of Sections I IV to
inf ipite nlatrices.



I " ELEMENTARY MATRICES

Presently we wj-sh to recall two systems rarhich gi"rze

rise to a matrix. In the notation of Finkbeiner (1960),

Iet V* be a vector space with a f ixed basis {or, .. .,q*J .

l,et T be a linear transfgrmation of V* into a vector space

wn, with the basis {Br, ..., ,8r,i . For each i=r, ...,m,
the image dr'T is a uniquely determined vector of Wrr.

Hence d,r is uniquely determined as a linear combination

of the p-vgctors,
_n

di* =)r=, ^fi|r,i = 1,.".rrn.,

With respect to the two bases, lI is compJ-etely determined

by the mn scalars .lj. If we agree to a fixed ordering

of the scalars, w€ can represent T by the matrix

A - (a.,-.), i=I , ...,m.ij=If ...rI1,l Sometimes we will
1J

denote A more compactly by (arr)mxn.

fn the system of m }inear eguations j.n n unknowns,
\-n
L i=t tij*j = "i, i=Ir ' ' ' elll,i

(r)

(2)

the array of coefficients x, also l-s uniquely represented

by matrix A. fhe farniliar qlementary operations on the

equations of (2) which reduce it tq an equivalent system,

have an analogue on the rows of a matrix.

Def lnitlon. The f ollowing are element,ary ,qolv

operations on a matrix:
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(i) interchanging any two rowsi

(ii) multiplying a row by a non-zero scal-ar;

(iii) adding one row to another.

Each operation above may be represented by a special

matrix:

DefialE;Lqn. An m x m matrix obtained from the m x rn

identity matrj-x I by performing a single elementary row

operation is ca1led an elerqe.nlg5I matrix."

Notation " Recall that the m x rn j-dentity rnatr.ix

r - (Sij) where Srj ={l if i}j Ler Er= denore a square

matrix with "r"=l and err=O if i I r or ) I s" Thus Er=

is a matrix with exactly one lon-zero e]ement,l We define

the elementary matrices j-n terms of I and Er". Let P*

denote the elementary matrix obtained by interchanging

the ith and jth rornrs of I. Then

ttj = f - Eii * 
"ji 

- Ejj * Eij,

t"et Mr(c) denote the elementary fnatrix obtained by multi-
plying the ith row of I by a non*zero scalar c.

Then tvtr(c) = I - Eii + cEii = f + (c-l)Eii.

Let A., -, denote the elementary matrix obtained by addingr-l
the ith row of I to its jth ro*. Then Ar. = r + Eii.

I,eIL4!a 1. Fof any m x m matrix A, lf, = AI - A"

P_r.oo!. The entry in the (i,k) position of IA is
rm
L*-., 5 **d*.,-" Since 5.- = O for aII L I j, aII the
-l=r l-l lK l-l
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terrns in this sum are zero except 5ii.it = .ik" Now arO

j.s the corresponding entry of A, so that IA = A" Sj-m:.-

Iarly for Atr, the entry of whlch in the (i,k) positio:, is
t-- trII

Lr=, "rj6jn = "ik, the corresponding entry of Ar

Iience AI = A"

Theorem I" Any elementary row operation can be per-

premultj"plying A by the

matrix.

8.. -E,. +E..)alr- ll 1l'
.,A _ E. .A + E, .A,
ll- ll l-l

since IA = A"

Consider EiiA" The entry in the (i,k) position of EO'A

-m -I,\1,\is Lr=, uij"jk = 0 if ) # i. rf j = i, Zi=I "ii"ik=.ik
since the otler terms j-n this sum are zero. Ag k ranges

from I to n, aik ranges from a, to "irr. Hence the entry
.thin the i-" row of ErrA is the same as the corresponding

entry in the ith row of A" Thus EiiA = Aii, a matrix

wi.th the ith rorv corresponding to the ith .ow of A and

zeros elsewhere. Next consider EiiA. The entry in the

(j,k) position of ErrA is Il=, "ii.i:. = aik, k rangj-ng

from I to n" In the other rows all entries are zero.

Hence E...A = A.: -, which has the ith rorv corresponding tol r- r-l'
.rhthe i-" row of A, and zeros elsewhere. By similar cal-

culations we obtain E , .A - A. and E. .A = fl, . Hence

formed on an m

corresponding

Proof" (i) 
"

xnmatrixAby
m x m elementary

P,.A=(f-E..+rl ' r-r-

=[-EiiA+E

ll )) rl lr
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P..A = A - A. + A. - A.. + A., Thus P.. producesr_l ar- rl ll lr-. rl
operation (f) on A.

(ii) (Mi (c) )A = (r - Eii + cEii)A

= A - Aii + .Aii, by sj-milar caL-

culatj-ons. Thus (1,t, (c) )a produces operation (ii) on A.

(rrr) oi.jo (r * uji)A = o * oij. rhus oijo
produces operation (iIi) on A. This completes the proof.

Recall that by definition, dn n x n matrix A is non-

singular if and only if a matrix B exists such that AB = I.
Moreover, by Theorem 4.5 (p. 78, Finkbeiner) AB = I
implies BA = I. Hence, setting B = A-I, we have:

A is non-singular if and only if AA-1 = A-IA - I.
Recall further that by Theorem 4.6 (p. 78, Fink-

beiner) the following statements are equivalent for an

nxnmatrixA:
(i) A j.s non-singular;

(ii) the row vectors of A are linearly lndependenti

(iii) A has rank n.

Lemma 2. The identity matrix I is non-singular.

Proof . I,et X, denote the linear combination of the m

rows of I, with scalars *k, ft = L,... rrlr.- . Then

xt = *I(I,...,0) * *2(0,1,0,...,0) + * **(0,...,0,I)

= (xI,...,0) + (o,x2,00...,0) + + (0,,..,0,x*)



= (X,rX^r...rX- )'I'Z'm',

= (0,0, " ".,0) +f and only if xO = 0 for all- k"

Hence the m rows of I are linearly independent" Thus n

i-s non*singular, by Theonem 4"6 above"

Theorem 2. Every elementary matrix is non-singular.

Proof" We use the notation of Lemma 2. Consider P.,"rl
Permuting the ith arrd ith ror= of tr does not affect the

Iinear independence of its rows; thus

,p. * = (x1, ...,xj 0 .. .,*i, " " ",**) = (0, ". ",0) if and
- r-f

only if each *k = 0.

Consider trlr(c). Replaci-ng the (i,i) entry of I by a non-

zero scalar c,

Xt,tr(") = (xI,...,cxi,"-.,**) = (0,""-,0) if and only

if xO = 0 for all k.

Consider Oij. Replacing *i by xi * *j, we have

*O... = (xI,.".,xi+xj,...,*j,".",t*) = (0,---,0) if
rl

and only if x, = = x.+x, = = *j = o,.= xlrf 0.

But x_, = 0 implies x.: = 0")'r_
Hence the m rows of an elementary rnatrix of each

type are linearly independent, so that each is non-

singular.

The important consequence of this theorem is that
every elementary matrix has an inverse"



Lemma 3" 8., 8, = S, , E. . " Therefore each E. isr-K nJ Kn 1.1 rl
either idempotent or niJ-potent of index 2, according to

vzl:ether i=j or ill .

Pro-q-q" Recal-I the rnean:-ng of Er= " AIso, Skh= {t t; I ; I
Suppose k - h" The entry in the (i,j) position of

_m
E--E-- is L.- , €,,-€,-, = €:. since aII the terms in thisr-n nJ n=I l-n nl r_l

sum are zero except one. As "ij is the only non-zero

entry, the other rows are zero" Hence

E,.n. -8.. =5,.8...]-n nl r_l nn l-l
If k I h, eik and 

"nj are not factors of a product

in any row or column of ErOEnr; hence EitEtri = Zothe

zero matrix. Also 5.,e.. = 0/E".) - z.Kn r-l r-J'

Now E--E-. = 5--E-- = E. , so that 8,. is idempotentll 77 -ll )) 77 r-l
for i = j" rf i I ), uijuij = ,tjrij = o(uij) = z.

Since 8., -, I z, 8., is nilpotent of index 2" This provesrl l-l
the l-emma"

Theorem 3" The inverse of an elementary matrix of

type P or type M is an elementary matrix of the saJne

type. fLre inverse of an elementary matrix of Type A is
the product of elementary matrices of type M and type A"

Proof. Consider the product Prrrij. Using Lemma 3,

P..P.. = (r - E.,+ 8..- 8.,+ n;,)(t - 8..+,8..- 8..+ E..)rl rl r-r_ I r )) r-l' l_l_ I r_ I I rl'
= I - E,.+ E.,- 8..+ E. ,- 8,.+ E..- E. .+ E..r_.r- I r- I I r-l fr- r.r_ Ll I r_

- E.,+ E.,- 8..- E.,+ E.,+ 8..+ 8.. - 8..lr_ ll )) ll_ ll r-l ar_ r_J



' ^o that P.. is its own inverse.L1 o a]
_'l

Consider Mr(c *) .

(Mi (c) ) (Mt (.-r) ) = (r + cErr-Err) (l * "-lrrr-Eii_)
_ -1_= I + c -Eii-Eii + cEii + Eii "Eii
- E. "-1r.. + 8..aa ar- aI

= r, so that o,1r{.-1) is the inverse

of Mr(c).

We prove that I - rjt is the inverse of I + Eji= Aijt
(r + n,.)(r - E..) = I - 8., + E, = I"' lr-' lr-' lr lr-

We now prove the last part of the theorem; namely, that

I - Eli = (Mr (-r) ) or j (*t (-1) ) :

Mi(-r)AijMi(-r) = (r-Eii -Eii) (r+n.i) (r Eii - Eii)

= (r-2Eii) (r+nri) (I-2Eir)

= (t+e. . -2I.. , ) (r 2E. . )' I l_ l-r-' r-r'
= I - 2E.,. + E.. -2E.., + 2E...ar_ I r- I r_ r-r.

= I - 8..lr.
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II " ROI^I EQUIVALENCE

Elementary row operations offer a convenient method

of comparing two matrices "

Def inition " An m x n rnatrix B is said to be row

e_ggil/gl-e4! to an m x n matrix A if and only if B can be

obtained by performing a finite number of elementary row

operations on A.

Lemma 4" If B is row equivalent to A, then

B=Ek. " "ErEtA for sui-tabl-e elementary matrices Ei,

i=Lo2r... rk.

Proof" By Theorem l, ElA represents an elementary row

operation on A. E2E'A represents a second such operation.

Hence Ek...E2EIA represents a succession of k elementary

row operations on A" By definition, B is row equivalent
r-o A.

Lemma 5. Row equivalence of matrices is an

equivalence relation"
Proof" Let A, B, and C be m x n matrices. Define A R B

to mean that A is row equivalent to B.

(i) Fo:r scalar multiple I, M, (c)=Mi (I) = I " Hence

A = IA = M- (1)A so that A R A. Therefore R is reflexive"I'

(ii) If A R B, then by Lemma 4, O=rn...En_18, for
suitable 8., " By Theorem 2, drr elementary matrix is
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non-singular hence has an inverse" By a succession of

inverse operations, we obtain B = E]I,-"."n-}a" Byp-K p
-1 -tTheorem 3, E_*,-...8** is a product of elementary mat::ices,'p-Kp

hence B R A" ?hus R is syrnmetric.

(i.i-i) If A R B and B R C, we have o = up.".En_18

aad B = Ek.. "EtC, for suj-tabLe E1,i=1,...rp. Theq

A = E "".8p o-t (Et. " "Etc) = Ep" " .En-gEk" " "Erc, since matrix

muJ-tiplication is associative " Thus A R C so that R j-s

trarrsitive" Hence R is an equivalence relation.

Given A row equivalent to B, we can now say that
A and B (or B and A) are row equivalent.

Theorem 4. Row equivalent matr j-ces have the same

rank.

Proqq" Let r(P) denote the rqnk of matrix P. Recall

Theorem 4"7 (p" 78, Finkbeiner) by whigh if matrix P ts

non-,singular, then for any matrix Q, r(PQ) =

r (Q) =r (QF) .

If B j-s row equivalent to A, then B = Ek. ".EIA, for

suitable 8., " By Theorem 4"8 (p. 78, Finkbeiner), the
a

product of non-singular matrices is non-sinEular, hence

EX" " "El is a non-singular matrix. Hence r(B) =

r(Et " "EfA) = r(A), as was to be proved.

Defi-ni-tion. An m x n matrix is said to be in
echelon forrn if it satisfies the following conditions:
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(i) 'Ihe f irst k rows are non*ze,ro; the other rows

atre ZefO, anLd

( j"r) The fj.rst rro:n*zero eiernent i:r each non:zero

::ow is l-, and it appears an a col-urnn to the right of the

first non-zero eL,ennent of ary precedJ-ng row.,

Def inition " Any matri-x j-n echelon forrn j-s said to

b,e in reduced echelon form (r"e"f ") if it has the

additional- property;

(iii) The flrst non-,zero elernent in each non-,zero

"r*ow is the only non-zetro elemnent in its co1umn..

Theorem 5" Any.Tn x:::"ratrix of rank k is row

eqr:ivalent to a mat,rix .irr echelon form (also, reduced

echelon form) with k non-zero rows

Pr:oof" L,et A = (.ij) be a:t m x n matrix of rank k. We

perfor:m the following eJ-ementary row operations gn A:

Suppose the qth column is the first column in which a

non-zero elernent, say ape, appears" If we multiply row

-tp by a_i, then interchange row p and row J-, we obtain Ipq"

i:r the (I,q) position" By adding suitable multipl.es of

the first row to the other trows, w€ obtain zeros in

column q below the first row. Denote the resulting
;natrix by B" B has the form
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lo.-.o r *"".*\/ 0.."0 0 \

[' :: R 
)

\..... o I
where each * denotes some scalar and where R is an

(m-1) x (n-q) submatrix .

We continue the process of operating with the last
m-l rows of B: j-n R we find the first column in which a

non-zero element b"" appears, and multiply row r by
_1b-:, then interchanEe row r with row 2 of B, to obtain Irs"

in the (2, s) position. By adding suitable multiples of
the seqond row to the other rows, w€ produce zeros in

column s in every row below row 2. We repeat these

operations until we obtai,n a matrix C in echelon forrn.

Now consider the non-zero row6 of C. Suppqse that

c.,=I is the first non-zero entry j-n row 2. If c,*fg,z) rl'
we add to row I a suitable mul,tiple of row 2 Lo obtain

c., *=0" Suppose that c.,-=I is the first non-zerorl JK

element in row 3. Then we add suitable mul-tiples of

row 3 to the first two rows to produce clk=czk=O. We

repeat the process in every column containing non-zero

elements above the first non-zero entry of a given rov/.

Eventuatly all entries above the leading I's are replaced

by zeros. The resulting matrix, say D, is now in

reduced echelon form, and row equival-ent to A.
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We stiLl need to prove that D has K non-zero rows.

Since D is row equlvalent to A, by Theorem 4

r(o)=s(a)=X" Since the rank of a rnatrix is the maximal

::urnber of linearly independent rows, k+L non-zero rows

would be lj-nearly depende::t. If the rion-zeyo rows

numbered less than k, r(D)<k. Hence D has exactly k npn-

zero rows. This proves the theotrem"

L".n,utlp, p. The transpose of any elementary maLrix is
an elementary matrix.

Proof . Recall that by Theorem 4,1 (p, 7L, Fj-nkbeiner),

(i) (a+g)' = A' + B'' and (ii) (AB) ' = Bl A', where if
A - (-.,.r) the transpose of A, denoted A' = (a-,., ). (WeLJ ll--
need part (ii) above to ptrove (he next theorem). Then

(P.,-.)' = (r - E.,. * E-. - E-- * E- .)'.' }J- l_l_ I l- )) l_l

= r _ Eii + Eij _ Ejj * Ejl = pij.

(Mi (c) )' = (r - Ei_i + cErl) , = Mi (c) .

(A-.)'= (f +8..)'=I+E.. =A..' r_J' lr' - -.rl --la"

Theorem 6. The number of linearly independent

columns of any matrix A equals the number of Iinearly
independent rows of A. Thus r (a) =5 (a ') ,

Froof" Let E be a reduced echelon matrix and row eeuiv-

alent to A. By Theorem 4 , if r (A) =.k, R (E ) =k. By

Theorem 5, E has k. non-zero rows eaeh of which has a I
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as the flrst non-zero elernent" By definitiorl, eaeh I is
in a column of E where it is the only non-zero eLement"

These k columns are linearty independent, and a (k+tr)st

colurnn is a linear combination of these" The columns of
E are the rows ef E'" Henoe r(E') = k. Fon suitable
Ei, E = Ek"..EtA. Taking a transpose of both sides of
the equation, 8,1 = A-'EI...E'k,
product of elementary matrices,

By Lemma 6, Ui...*k j-s a

Thus r(E') = r(A'Ei.,"Ek') = r(A') = ]1"

Th_eglg* Z. A sguare matrix i.s non-singular if and

only if it is row equivalent to the identity matrix.
Proof. An n x n identif.y matrix I has rank n since it
is non-slngular, by Lemma 2, Iret A be an n x n matrj-x

and be row qqui-valent to I. Then A has SBIrk n, hence is
non-singular "

Conversely, if A is non-singular it has rank n. Let
A be row eguivalent to some n x n matrix g in reduced

echelen form, Ehen E has rank n" Hence E must contain

n non-zero rows such that the first Don-Z€EO element of
each row is 1. Thus there are n columns each with I as

the only non-zero element. These are the prgpertj.eE of
the identity matrixi hence E = I.

ThFgqeJrl' 8. A square matrix is noq*singular if and

only if it is the product of elementary matriqes,

hence non-si5tgular.
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Froof " If A is non-singuJ-ar, then by Theorem 7 and

I;eJIUrrd 5o A = Ek.. "EtI = Ek" " "EI, for suitable elernentary

rnatri-ces E, .
l-

Conversely, Iet A = Ek. " "EI, fox suitable Er" Since

by Theorem 2 an elementary matnix is non-singular, their
product is non-singular, by Theorem 4"8 (p" 78, Fink-

bei.ner) " Hence A is non-singular"

trf A is non*singular, A and I are row equivalent so

that for suitable E' Ep"."ErA = I" Multiplying each

side of the equation on the right by a-I, w€ obtain

Ep,. "EII = A-I" Hence the same sequence of el.ementary

row operations which reduces A to Io changes I to A-1.

If A is singular, these operations will reduce A to a

singular row equivalent matrix.

Th.egrem.9. Matrix B is row equivalent to matrix A

if and only if B = PA for some non-singular matrj.x p.

Propf. If B is row equivalent to A, B = Ek...ErA for
suitable Er. Since each E. is non-singular, their prod-

uct',is' a non-singular matrix. Hence by Theorem B there

exists a non-singular matrix P such that p = Ek...EI.
Then B = PA.

Conversely, letB=PA
Theorem 8, P is a product of

where P is non-singular. By

elementary matrices, say

Hence B is row equivalentE:....8t" Then B = Ek"."EtA"
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to A"

Lemma 7 " If E is row equivale:rt to A, then any row

of B is a linear combination of the rows of A"

Pr_oof " Let B = Ek" " "EIA, for suitable elernentary

rnatrices E.. Recal-I that premultipl:-cation of A by each
.l_

E, performs an elementary row operation on A" For

example , if E2E1A adds row j- to row ), then multiplies

the row by a non-zero scalar c, then the jth row of

ErErA is cAi+cAj " After a succession of k elementary

row operations on A, the ith to, of Eo"..ErA has the

form c.A"+c^A^+.""+c A , for some scalars c. But thisIl_ zz mm'
equals the ith row of B. This proves the lemma.

Tliqqqeq I0" Relative to a pair of bases, Iet
matrices A and B represent linear transformations T and

S. Then A and B are now equivalent if and only if

Rr = Rs (the range sPaces of T and s).

Proof " Let A = ("ij)**r, and B = (bij)*..r, d"t"rmine the

Iinear transformatlons T and S from V* with o(-basis to

Wr. with p-basis" Then o(rT and d,rS are respectively

represented in the p -basis by the ith rorc of A and. Bo

i=I, " ".,m. Then R" is the subspace of W^ which is

spanned by the rows of B"

Let A be row equivalent to B" Then by Lemma 7,

each row of A is a linear combination of the rows of B.
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lllherefore each vector o(..T is a Linear cornbinatio:: of the

,zectors 4iS " Hence RO :s a subsp,ace of R" " By Lem:na 5 o

B is row equivalent. t.o A" Thus, sirnilarly, each 'rector
d.S is a linear comb:-nation of the vecLors 4,T" Ile:lceII

R= is a sqb$pace of R*" He:lce RT = RS"

Conversely, suppose RT = RS" Then each o(,T is a

linear combination of the o(rS, This implies that each

row of A is a linear combination of the rows of B" Since

li-near combj-nation of rows can be performed by elementary

row operations, A is row eqUivalent to B" By lremma 5,

B is row equivalent to A, so that A and B are row equiv-

alent. This completes the proof"

Theorem II" Two matrices A and B in reduced

row equivalent if and only if a = B.

Proof. If A = B, then by the reflex.i-ve property of

Lemma 5, A and B are row equivalent,

Conversely, let A and B be in reduced echelon form

(r.e.f.), and row eguivalent. Then r(A) = r(B) = k, sdf,

so that each matrix has k linearly independent rows and

the first k rows of each matrix are non-zexo. Hence for
iS k, thp ith ro* of B is a linear combination of the k

non-zero rows of A:

echelon form are

c.l B,
a

-kB. = ) -c.A.a -J=r I l

where not aII are zeto sl-nce i-s a non-zero row.
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Since A and A are in r"€"f., the fi st. non-zero entry of

row i is I, and it appears in, Sd/a col-urnn ti of A and

column 
"i of B, for every i6k" Ey definitj-on, in columns

"i and t, all other entries are zero" From the above

equation, the sientry of B, j-s a li::ear combination of

the entries in colurnn "i of matrix A" Since the sr-entry
of B, is I, for some j3k there is at l-east orr€ rlorl-zero

entry in the sr-column of A, with the corresponding

c .l'O.)'
We wish to determine the posj-tj-on of aj relative to

S.:. The fj-rst non-zero entry of A. appears in the t_,a'))
position. If t*)s., the t--entry cannot be the firstI r-' l
non-zero entry since it i-s preceded by the non-zero si*
entny. Hence aj S "r" Sj-nce A and B atre row equivalent,

we can reverse the roles of A and B" Hence, by similar
reasonj-ng, if aja =r_, then the sgentry is not the first
frofi-z€fo element. Therefore =i=tj for some j. Hence

the ordered sets of J-ntegers, sI( =2(. " "(sn and

tl(tZa...(tk, are the sarne set, and the ordering

implies that "i=ti, i=I, ...,k. Hence the first non-zero

entries in the rows of A and B are 1n j-dentical positions.

In row B' any entry before the ith po"ition is
zero, so that the linear combination of the components

of the corresponding column of A is zero. Hence "j=,0



is either 1 or zero, so that the corresponding
\--kHence Bi = Ai * Lf =i*L"jAj "

.[n terms of the elements of A and B, w€ have

- \-kb. = a. + / -c.a. .l-r Ir -l=a+I ) ir

Next we show

Supr:ose a lOforgr
zero entry in row

a.=Iforsome
ctE-q

of A and B are i-n

But other entries

b, = 0=a ifPE I)E-q -q

that c-d--- = 0 for all i+I1j < k"))r
some q4 i( q( k, Since the first non-

q of A occurs in the tn position,

tq, tr( tn3 r" The non-zero ent.ries

identical posrtions, hence b.,a = I"-q
j-n column t- are zero, so thatq

p I q. In particular, i I q." Hence

b,. = a..r-t r_tqq
0=O

Since a, = L c = 0" ThereforeQtq q

a I 0, then c = 0" Hence b. =qr q r_r

i3k. For i>k, all the entries are

Hence all the corresponding entri-es

andA-B"

This completes the proof.

The result of Theorem ll is that there j-s exactly

one matrix in reduced echelon form which is row

_k
* L)=i+rcjajrq

caooE'*q
for i+l3 qsk, if

-i, for aIl, r and for
zero by definition"

of A and B are equal

I9

the e:ltry

c. - 1".I
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equivalent to any given matrix; that is, reduced echelon

form j"s canonical with respect to row equivalence"

We noted in the preceding sectj-on that a system of

Iinear eguations is reducible to an equivaLent system by

elementary operations. Since these operations corqespond

to the elementary row operations on a matrj-x, row equiv-

alent il+FnlFltPq matrices represent equivalent systems of

Iinear equations " Speciflcally, recall the system of

equations given by (2),
\-n
Zj=t.ij*j = ct, i = I, ...,m.

In matrix form, w€ have A X = C where A = ("ij )mxn, and

the column vectors X = (*j)rr*, and C = (.i)**t. If C

j-s adjoined to A, w€ get the augmented matrix

(A,C)mx(n+I). Operations on the augmented matrix cor-

respond to the operations changing the system (2) to an

equivalent system; hence A X = C and A*X = C* have the

same solutipns if their augmented matrices (A,C) and

(A* , C't ) are row equivalent .

Tf in the above each "i = 0, we get a homogeneous

system of equati-ons, in whd-ch case A X = Q and A*X = 0

have the same solutions if A and A* are row equi-valent.
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X.II " EQUIVAI,,ENCE

Elementary operatioils may also be performed on

columns. trf we replace the word "row" by the word

"columr!, " we obtain a definition for the three elementary

column operations"

Lemma 8. An elementary column operation on a

matrix A is the same as an elementary rew opcration on

A'i the column operation may lpe performed by post,-

.multiplying A by an el-ementary rnatrix ".#..-a#

Fq9qf" I,et E A' = B, where E r.s an m x m elementary

matrix and A' is the transpose of an n x m matrix A"

Taklng a transpose of both sides of the equation,

B' = (EA') = (A')'g' = A E'.
RecaII that the ith row of B is the ith column of B'.

Hence if EA' is the result of an elementary row operation
,rhon the i-'^ row of A', AE'' is the result of an elementary

column operation on the ith column of A, By Iremma 6,

E t is an elementary matrix. Since AE' denotes post-

multiplying A (i"e", multiplying on the right) by E',

the lemma j-s proved.

The results established for row equivalence 1n the

preceding section are valid for column equivalence"

They can be deduced by a substitution of Lemma I for
Theorem I in the proofs and a replacement of the word
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"row" by the word "colutrnn" throughout the discussion"

We now consider the effect on a matrix when both

elementary row and column operations are performed on A"

Qe-fJnjrtjon" Matrix B is said to be e.quival,ep,L to

matrix A if and only if B can be obtained by performing

a finite nrrmber of elementary row and column operations

on A.

Theorem 12. B is eguival-ent to A if and only if

B = PAQ for

Proof . L,et

to A, then

matrices E,

suitable non*sinqular matrices P and Q.

B be any m x n matrix, If B is equivalent

by definition there exist m x m elementary

and n x n elementary matrices tj sueh that

B = Ek...EIAFI.,.Fp, i = I,...,ki j = 1,..,,p,

Since E, and 8j are non-singular, their respective

products are non*singular" Let EX.. "EI = p and

FI...tp = Q. Then B = PAQ, where P and 0 are rrorr*

singular matrices.

Conversely, suppose B = PAQ for suitable non-

singular matrices P and Q, By Theorem B. P and Q are

products of elementary matrices, say the above E, and Fr.

Then B * En. ..EIAFI.. .Fp. Hence, by def inition, B is
equivalent to A.

Theorem I3,
alence relation.

Equivalence of matrices is an equi,v-
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Pfgof, Iret A, B, and C be m x n matrices. Lret A R B

mean that A is equj.valent to B. By Theorem 12, A R B

if and only if A = PBQ, where P and Q are respective

m x m and n x n non-singular matrices"

(i) If P = I and I = I areq respectively, m x m

andnxn identitymatrices, thenA= IAI =PAQ. Hence

A R A sp that R 1s reflexive.
(ii) rf A R B, A = PBe, Let P-l and g-1 be

inverses of the non-singular matrices P and Q. IrIuIti-
plying the equation by p-I on the left and by g-1 on the

right, w€ obtain B = P-IAO-I. Since p-I and e-I are

non-singular [atrices, B R A. Hence R is slrmmetric.

(iii) If A R B and B R e, A = PBQ and B = RCS for
non-sinEular m x m matrices P and R and n x n matrices

O and S. Then A = P(ncS1g = (pR)c(SO) where the products

PR and SQ are non-sinqular m x m and n x n matrices.

Therefore A R C, so that R is transitive. Hence R is an

equivalencA relation,

If A is equivalent to B, w€ can now say A and B

(or g and A) are equivalent,

Theorem 14. An m x n matrix of rank k is equivalent#+.,#

to the m x n matrix A in which br, = b.2=.,.=bkk= l, and

b.. = 0 otherwise.r-l
Prqof . I+et A be an m x n matrix of rank k" We perform
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the elementary row and column operatiorrs indicated. If

k = 0, A = Z and there is nothing to prove" If k * O,

we move some rofl-zero .ij to position (I,1) by inter-

changing rews i and I and columns j and 1" Then we

replace d,- by I by multiplying the first row by ";1"-L)"al

Next we obtain zeros in the remaj-nder of row I by adding

Eo eagh of the n-I columns a suitable multiple of the

first calumn. Similarly, we obtain zeros in the

remainder of column I by adding suitable multiples of

the first row to each af the m-I rows, We now have a

matri-x C, sd1z, in the form

Ir 0"""0\
/o Ic=pAe=t: R 

I\6 I
where P is the product of elementary matrices correspond-

ing to the row operations, and Q is the product of

elementary matrj-ces corresponding to the column opera-

tions. Hence C is equivalent to A.

If the (m-I) x (n-f) submatrix R = Z, the theorem

is proved. Otherwise wq fix the first row and column of

C and repeat similar operations on the (m-]) rews and

the (n*I) columns of R. That is, we multiply the lcth

row containing a non-zero chk by {i then interchange

rows and columns to obtain the t in the (2,2) position

of C. By adding suitable multiples of rcw 2 to the m-2
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:rows and suitable m',rltiples of colurnn 2

umns, w€ produce zeros in the remai.nder

row and column"

to the

of the

n-2 col-

secon.d

If the remaining (m-2) x (,n-2) subrnatrix S I Z, we

continue until-, through a f inite :iurnbe.r of row and col.umn

operations, the remaining submatrix X = Z" T:hre resulting
rnatrix B is such that A = EBF, where E and F are the

respective products of m x m and n x n eJ-ernentary

matrices, which represent the el-ementary row and col-umn

operations; hence E and F are non,-si.nqular rnatrices"

Thus A is equivalent to B"

We reduced B to having aI1 zeya entries except for
a certain number of los i.n the (i,i) position" We now

prove that i = I,..,,k = r(a): the number of linearly
independent rows of B is precisel.y the number of rows

having I in the (i,i) position (i"e., the number of non-

zero rows). This number is the rank of B" By Theorem

4"7 (p" 78, Finkbeiner), r(A) = r(EBF) = r(g) = ls" This

completes the proof"

The result of Theorem 14 is that every m x n

matrix of rank r is reducible to th.e same canonical form

G Z) wfrere I is the r x r identity submatrix, and Z

are the zero submatrices of suitable dimensi-ons. Hence

the f"r* (; Z\ ," canonical with respect to equivalence
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of matrices,

Theorem 15" Two rn x n matrices are equj-vaLent if

and only if they have the same rank,,

Froof" LetAande bemxnmatrices" ,nf Aande are

equivaLent, then A = FeQ where P and Q are non-sir:.gular

matrices. Hence r(A) = r(PCQ) = r(C)"

Conversetry, if r (A) = r (e) each is equivalent to

matrix B of Theorem l-4" Hence by the transitive pnoperty

of Theorem 13, A and B are equivalent",

Tlreorem 16 " A square matr. ix is non*singiul.ar if and

only if lt is equiva}ent f-o the i.der:t.ity matrj-x,

Proof" Let A be arr m x rn mat,rix. If A is equivalent to

the m x m matrix Lu hy Theorem 15 r(.X) = r(A) = m" Then

A has m linearly independent rjows, hen,ce is non-singular,,

Conversely, if A is !1en-singular, it has rank rn.

Since for an m x m ident.ity matrix tr, r(I) ; rnr by

Theorem 15 matrix A is equivalent to the identity matrix,

As a result of Theorem J-6, a non-singular matrix A

may be reduced to the identity matrix I by a succession

of elementary row and el-ementary column operations "

Since I and A are equivalent, I = Ek" ".EIAFI...Fp"
Denote I = PAQ. Then, multiplying by p-I and 9-1,

_1 _1P *O = A and takinq the anverse of the eguation,
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A*I = QP = QIP" This suggests stiLl- another way of cal-

culatins a-1. (-)r I A

Set up an array I r . R.eduee A to I by elementary

row and column operati-ons as follows: perform the same

row operatien on I in quadrant (a) as on A; perform the

same column operation qn I in guadrant (b) as an A, A

finite sequence of these operations will clrange the above(a) 
Iarray to io l,U,- 

rhen A-1 = eP.

le
We note that the canonical form, with respect to

equivalenc€, for an n x n non-singular matrix A is a

special case "u (1, Z\ , since in this case the number of

linearly independent rows (hence columns) is n. Hence

for A' (;Z) = r' the n x n identitv ntatrix'
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IV. SIMIIJARI"TY

In Sectiqn T., we derived a matric representation of

a linear transformation T by fixing the basis vectors of

the dpmain V_ and the range W- of T" With this stipula-
m

tion, T was represented uniquely by a matrix, but this
matric representation depended on the choice of bases.

We now wish to determj-ne the relationship between

two matrices each of which represents the same linear
transformation T relative to an indepenFent choice of

bases for V_ and W_. This is given by the next theorem.mn

Theorem 17. ![wo m x n matrices A and C represent

the same linear transformation from V* to W. relative to
two suitably chosen pairs of bases if and only if A and

C are equivalent.

The proof, as Eiven by rinkbeiner (pp. L2L-L22),

consists of choosing two pairs of hases for V* and W.r,

as foll-pws: with respect to {xJ u"a {p} bases, r is
represented by a uniquely determined matrix A. With

respect to lV] and {6} bases, r is represented by a

uniqueJ.y determined matrix C. Then

<-ndir = Lr=, "r.jp . and

Let R map Y, onto d1 in V,r.

R is non*singular since it maps

\-nYj'= Ir=ttj:.5t'

By Theorem 3.6, (p. 55),

a basis onto a basis,
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and relative to the I* basis it is represented uniquely

by a non-singular matrix P, where

-mdi = Yj* - L:=r pij Yj.

Similarly, let S map B; onto 5j in wrr. lthen S is
represented by a uniquely determined non- singular mafrix

e, where

-n

rrr = (ll=, pij Yi ), = Il=, nr, (Il=, .in6n)
: Il=, ( Il=, n, j":n) 5n, ror i - r, ' ' . ,m.

Since o(,T ie a unique linear combination of 6*,
Fn 

-mL r=, ai3eik = L j=, Pi jt jk'
This equation represents the entries in the (i,X1

position of AQ and PC, so that AQ = PC, or

a = pCe-I

where P and q-I are m x m and n x n non*singul,ar matrices.

Hence A and C are equivalent.

Conversely, l-et A and C be equivalent matriges.

Then, without loss of generality, A = PCQ-I, for suitable

non-singular matrices P and Q-I. Henee AQ = PC. Choose

Cal-culating aT in two dif ferent ways, wG obtain

, =fl=r.ij F j = fl=ruii (f*=, e:k ,k )
{l=, (f1=, aiieix ) 5n,
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any basis pair {XJ for v* and {5} for w. and let r be

the l-inear transformation represented by C relative to

this choice of bases. Let R and S be the linear trans-

formations as before, represented by the non-singular

matrices P and Q" Then t o. , O 
S5 = RIT f, j "

yrrs = (f l=, "ii$i ) s = 4=, .ij (fl=, n:r.5r)
: rn (fl=, "iiaix)rx = o(ir bv previous carcura-Lk=L

tion. AIso,

rrRr = (I.l=, nrlui)* = Il-, nr: (Il=,. "in5n)
-n 

l-m
= fn=, (tl'=, pijtjt )'* = o('r bv previous cal-

culation. Hence A and C represent the same Linear

transformation relative to the different pairs of bases.

This completes the proof"

If the roles of matri-ces and linear transformati,ons

j-n the above theorem are reversed, w€ have an analogous

theorem for linear transformations:

Theorem 18. Two linear

are represented relative to

bases by the same matrix if

Ii-near transformations R and

transformations, T, and T,

two suitably chosen pairs of

and only if non-singular

S exist such that
_1

A2 = RT'S

To prove the theorem, consider a single m x n

matrix A and two pairs of bases, d,,[5 and Y,5. Relative

to each basis pair, A determines a linear transformation,
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say TI an.d T2" Define R and S as in T'heorem 17; that is,,

YrR = e(n and 5:t = Pi. "rhen

-r5 
_n

Virz = L.j=, "rj5j and 4"r, = Lj=1 "ijF j.

r{ence xrnr, = dj-rr = Il=, urj| ) = Il=, "rj5j, = ygrrs,

so that RTI = T2S" R and S map a basis onto a basis,

therefore they are non-singular" Hence T, = R.TIS-I"

Convegsely, for the same choice of the pairs of

bases and the rnatrices corresponding to the l-inear trans-

formations relative to thls choice of bases, we have
_'l

T2 = RTIS " which implies TZS = RTI" By previous cal-
-ncul-ations, Yru'rs = Y.Rt, = Lr=a "rjSj" Hence Tt and T,

are represented by the same matrix A"

We now restrict our di-scussion to linear transforma-

tj-ons of an n-dimensj-orial space into itself . The

rnatrices representing such transformati-ons are square

n x n matrices" If we set V* = W' in Theorem 17, w€

have *=0, {-6, hence R = S which implies that p = e
-1 _1or O = p -. Then the equivalence of matrices A and C

takes the form A = PCP-I " This special type of equ.i-v-

alence leads to still another definition.

Defi.nilj,op" Twonxnmatrices A andB are s+mtlter
_'lif and only if A = PBP for some non-singular matrix p.
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Lgrnmg_9. Similari-ty of matrices is an equivalence

reLation "

Proof " IJet A, B, and C be n x n, rnatrices"

rnean that A i-s similar to B"

si:lgular rnatrix P"

(i) ForP=T, A-IAI-I
(ii) rf A R B, then A =

Then A = FBP-I

so that R is

PBP*tr where P

LetARE

for a non-

reflexive "

is non-
_1

Ieft by P

There exists

Then B =

singular. Multiplying the equation on the

and on the right by Po w€ obtain B = P-IAP"

a non-singular matrix Q sueh that P-l = Q"

QAQ-I so that B R A" Hence R is symmetric"

(iij-) If A R B and B R C, then for suitable oor-

singular matrices P and Q, w€ have

A = pBp-I and B = ece-l" Then

A = p(OcO-f)p-l = (pO)c(pO)-f since multiplication

of matrices is associative, and Q-1p-1 = (P0)*f by

Theorem 4.9, (p. 78, Finkbeiner) " Hence A R C. There-

f ore R is transitive " Hence R is an equi-valence

relation "

Theorem 19 " Iwo square matnices are similar if and

only if they represent the same linear transformatj-on

relative to suitably chosen bases "

Er_oof " I-,et T be a linear transformation from V' into

irsetf and ret {d,r,, " ",4rr} and lrr-,., ",Yr,} o" .ro
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bases for V-.. With respect to theo(-basis, T is repre-n

sented uniql.:ie1-y by a ,matrix A, With respect to the

Y-basis, T is represented uniquely by a matrix C" Thus
rn !_JI

diT = Lr=r_ "rjd, and Yj* = Lo=, .ikytq. i" j = r0"...h..

Let R be a l-i.near transfornation whj-ch maps o(. onto yi"

R is non-singular: si,nce it. maps a basis onto a basis,

an.d relative to the Y-basis j-s reptresented by a non-

-nsi:guJ-ar matrix P where (, = Yrn = Lr=, pijYj. Calcu-

lating the image o(T in two ways, w€ obtain

-n -ndr= = Lr=r_ "i jdj = Lr=r- "ij (Yr*,

-n -n= Ln=, ( Lj =a a, -,n.,k ) Yn .

di, = (yrnlr = t ll=r rrjyj), = Il=,_tI]=,- pij"i:.)rr.,

for i - 1,.. ",n.
Since o(rf is a unique linear combinati.on of the /n,

r- lL \-n
Lr=r- atiPik = L)=I Pijt jk'

The equation represents the respective (i,k) entries of

AP and PC, hence AP = PC" Since P is non- singular (P

determines a non-singular transformation),

A = PCP-f"

Herxce, by definiti-on, A and C are similar"

Conversely, if A and C are similar, then for a non-

sir"r,gular matrix P, A = PCP l which implies AP = PC.

choose any two bases as before, [*] and [V], and let the
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,'natrices represent the linear tr:ansformati-ons, as before,,

:el-ative to these bases" The:: we obtain the equation

T4R =: RTy corresponding to the above matric equation"

tr-ence YrtR = 6Yrr'n = (fl=, .ij[j]* =El, "i1il1oi1piky:<)
\- 1l 

- 
!-

= Lk=r(4=t tijpjt<)Yx = dir' bv previous

cal-cul-ation; Yrnt = 6Yrn;r =4iT" Hence A and C deter-

rnine the same T relative to the e(- and f -bases" This

cornpl-etes the proof "

Since the choice of a basis in a vector space

deterrnines a coordinate system for that spacen the

rmportant consequence of Theorem 19 j-s that sj-milar

matrices represent the same linear transformation with

respect to different coordinate systems. To put this in

another w&y, sirnil.ar rnatr"ices represent a llnear trans*

formatioa which is independent of a coordinate system of

a qiven vector space"
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INFINITE MATR.NCES

Freliminarv reqarks." In this section we discuss

problems related to an extension of the results of the

preceding sections to i-f ini.te matrices "

Consider a systern of an infinity of homogeneous

linear equations wj-th real coefficients in an infinity

of unknowns,
@
j 1 EIr-X- = O, i = Lr2o...
l=l- l-l l

V"

(3)

'The coeff j-cients determine an apE+nite matrix A = ("i_ j ) ,

i-, j = Lo2n"". " The sum of any two such matrices A+B =

(a--+b.-) al-ways exi.sts" Xn this section, Iet the' l-l r-l'
scalars be real numbers" Multiplication by a Fcalar

cA = (ca--) is always defined"' r-l'
However, the matric product AB = (c,-) where

-sD 
l-l'

.lj = Ln=r-ikonj, i,,) = 1,2, " " ", exists only if the sum

converges. Consider an example; let A and B be infinite
matrices

]-II
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I
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s um of equal lloR-zero constants4 hence diverges" I{ow-

ever, BA does exist since in each position of the ith

row of BA we have fr: +t= , which is a convergent
4_!2-!

goemetric series " "I'his j-llustrates a problern of exist-
ence not encountered r-n our earlier work.

Cooke (1950, p" B) shows that in general multi-
plication of infinite matrices is not associative. In

the preceding sections, several results depended on the

associative property of rnatric mulLiplication,
In the finite case, the inverse of a matrix is

'unique; riEht and left inverses are the same" trn

general, this j-s not true f or inf ir-ite matrices " trn

fact, Cooke shows (pp, 20-23) that numerous possihilities

exists an infinite matrix may have

(i) a unique two-sided inverse;

(ii) a unique two*slded inverse in a field F j-n
-l -'l -]whi-ch -AiU\ - is associative and infinitely many -*A or

A-tr not belonging to F (where tIA denotes a left inversQ;
(iii) no inverse, either right or left;
(iv) no A-I but infinitely many -rA,

(v) ,,o -rA brt infinitery many A-r"

An exampLe will illustrate case (v) " Considep the

matricesSandPwhere
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01000
00r00
00010
0000I

Putz9:Pr+"""
1000
0100
00I0
000r

for arbitrary values in row I of P" Hence P repre$ents

infinitely many right-inverses of S. Now suppose that

some Q is a left inverse of S" Then the (I,l) entry of

QS is zero and the (1,1) entry of I is 1" This contra-

diction proves that no left inverse of S exists.

In the preceding sections, in the results derived

for a non-singular matrix A, we assumed the existence

and uniqueness of a two-sided inverse of A.

The above remarks indicate that in considerinE an

extensi-on of the earlier results to infinite matrices,

we must restrict our discussion to a subset with the

following properties:

(i) matric products

(ii) multiplicat j-on

(iii) if an inverse

sided.

EleTen!ary matrices.

always exist;

is associative; 
;

exists, it is unique and two-

An elementary row operation

an infinite matrix. The

matrix E we define asrS

can be performed

identity matrix

also on

I and the
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before" Hence each type of eleryellgry
j-n terms of tr and Ers, exrsts " We now

i-n Secti-on tr to infi,nite rnatrices,

nnatrix, def ined

relate the resuLts

Consider a typical (i,k) entry of 1A, f;, 6ijrjn.
-Oo6rj = o if ill and 5ii=I, hence Lr=r6ij.jn = 6ji"it =

d-,-. This is the corresponding entry of A" Hence 1A= A;rK

in th.e sarne way, AI = A" Thus trA = AI - A (which is

Lemma 1) for any infinite matrix A" Note that even-
veo

though a sum such "= Aj=, trj.jn contains infinltely

many terrns, -'dt most'ono term in the sum is non-zero, the

rest'. arer''zeros "

Similar reasoning applies to the proofs of Theorems

I and 3 and Lernma 3" Specj-fically, in the (i,k) posi-

tion, products of the type EiiA, cErrA, and EitEt i
contain surns with infiniteJ-y many terrns but at most one

term in each sum is norr-zero, owing to the special

property of the infinite matrix Er= which contains

exactly one element I and the rest zeros " Thus Theorem

L, Lemma 3, and Theorem 3 extend to infinite mattrices.

fn Section T, we proved Lemma 2 and ?heorem 2 by

showing that the m rows of each m x m matrix were

Iinearly independent" Now linear independence is

defined on a finite sum of terms " Ilence infinitely

many operations of taking a fixed number of terms each

tj-me may be required to prove that all the rows of an
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infinite matrix are linea"rly independent, Therefere, to

show that an infinite matrix is non-singular, a different

method of proof is more convenient"

Lemma 2, of course, can be proved as follows: the
fDo(i,k) entry of rr is ar=, SiiSix which equals I if

i=j=k and zero orherwise" Hence Lrl, 5ri 6i:.= 5rn,

which is the corresponding entry of I" Hence II = I so

that I is non-singular by definition" From the proof of

Theorem 3 we have r,ijrij = T.o l,tr(c)Mi(c-1) = lo and

orj(r-rii) = 1. rt is easily verified that
_1

IvI, (c -)Mi (c) = r and (r-Eji)Ai j = f,,, Thus every

infinite elementary matrix has a two-sided inverse

hence is non-singular by definition" Thus Theorem 2 is
also extended. Therefore aII the results of Section I
extend to inflnite matrices "

fn the case of infinite elementary matrices

multiplication is associative" For example,

(rij*i(c))Aij = r + Eij - Ejj * "Ejt = nij(ur(c)aij).

Note. Hereafter, whenever the meaning is clear,,

by "matrix" we will mean "infinite mat,rix, " and by

"row operation" we will mean "elementary row operation."

Row eguivalence. Recal-l that if B

A, it can be obtained from A through

row operations. We now consider the

is row eguivalent

a finite numberto

of results of
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Section trI with respect to j-nf inite matrices. Row equiv-

al-ence is reflexive and transitive br-it it is symmetric

only if ln Lemma 5 the product E]I-",".s^Ie exists.p-K p

Suppose that E j.s row equivalent to A" If B j"s

non-singular, it contains infrnitel.y mar:.y J-j-neartr-y

independent row vectors since its rank is infinite.

Hence we have no test for i.t"s relati-on to A relative to

::ank" If , on the other hand, B is singular, its rank is

a finite number" nn the latter case, the proof for

Theorem 4 is si-rnilar"

An infinite matrlx can be reduced to an echelon

form by a finite number of row operations only if below

a given number of rows, all the rernaining rows have zeto

elements" For onJ-y in th.is case can induction be used.

Lhder these conditions, Theore:n 5 may be proved as

before" If the rnatrj-x is not bour:rded below by zero

rows, it would take infinitely many operations to reduce

it to an echelon form"

Sl-mi-Iarly, if A is non-singuLar, w€ have nq test

for Theorem 6" But if beyond a given number of rows the

remaining rows have all zeros, then A is row equivalent

to a reduced echel-on matrix E with k non-zero rows, ds

before, hence r(A) - k" Then also r(E'1 = k, hence

r(A') = k if A'rL'"".Ek' exists.

Moreover, w€ cannot reduce an arbitrary non-singular
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,-Tnatrix to an identity natrix by a finite number of row

operations; hence Theorems 7 and B cannot be extended

by this method" Consequently, we cannot obtain an

inverse of an arbitrary non-singutr-ar matrix by the

methods of Section II "

If B is non-singular, we can say nothi-ng about

Theorem 9. trf , however, r(B) = k, SErlr then it is still
true that B = PA for a non-si-ngular matrix P. But the

converse does not extend, since in general P j.s an

infinite product of elementary matri-ces, which cannot be

obtained by a finite number of row operations "

In general, Lemma 7 does not extend to the infinite

case, since A and B both contain infinitely many rows,

and a linear combination is defined as a sum of a finite
number of terms" AIso, row equivalence may not be

symmetric. Hence Theorem I0 cannot be shown to hold.

Two matrices can be row equivaLent and in reduced

echelon form only if each has all zero rows beyond the

first k rows, Sdy. Hence i-n general Theorem II cannot

be shown to extend.

Thus in the infinite case row-equivalence is mean-

ingful only for matrices with a finite nurnber of non-zero

rows.

Equivaleqce.. Recall that if B is equ:Lyelgnt to A,
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it can be obtained from A by performing

of elementary row and elementary column

now consider the results of Section rII

infinite matrices.

a finite number

operations" We

relative to

The converse of Theorem 12 does not extend since if

P and Q ar€ Don-si-ngular matrices, w€ cannot express

them as finite products of elementary matrices.

Equivalence j-s reflexive but not necessarily sym-

metric since the product p-Iag-l may not exist. Ne j-ther

is it always transitive since P(RcS)Q may not exist, and

if it does exist, rdy not be associative"

Theorem 14 can be extended to infinite matrices

only if the given matrix A has all zero rows beyond some

finite number of rows, and all zero columns beyond a

finite number of columns. For it is a matrlx of this

form only which can be reduced to the required form by

a finite succession of row and column operations.

The first part of Theorem 15 can be established

for matrices in the above form, since then the rank is

a finite number. The converse of Theorem 15 holds only

if the transitive property of Theorem 13 holds.

If an infinite matrix is non-singula:i, :.t may not

be reducible to the identity matrix by a fj,nite nurnber

of row and colunn operations. Hence it cannet, in
general, be shown equivalent to the identity matrix by
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by Theorem 16" In general, thereforer we cannot obtaj-n

an inverse of a non-singular matrix by the methods of

Section III.

Hence in the infinite case equi",ralence is meaning-

ful- only for matrices with a finite nurnber of non-zero

rows and non-zero columns"

Similaritv. RecaII that if A is siryilaf to B, then
_1A = PBP for some non-singular matrix P. To consi.der

similarity with respect to inflnj-te matrices, P-I must

be a unique i-nverse. But the uniqueness of p-I does

not insure the existence of the product p-Iap in Lernrna

9. Hence similarity is not necessariJ-y symmetric"

CIearIy similarity is not always transitive as the

product p(QCQ-r)P-I may not exist" Tf it does exist and

is associative, it may not be true that Q-Ip-I = (pO)-I"

Theorem 19 (hence Theorem 17 of which this is a

special case) in general rnay not extend to infinite
matrices sinee A = PBP I do"= not imply that AP exists.

To discuss this topic in greater depth would

require an investigati-on of the propertj-es of infinite-
dimensional vector spaces and linear transformations on

them.
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